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- Number of female state legislators has increased from 344 to 1,747; 4.5% - 23.7%, since the early 1970s.

- Number of black state legislators: 198 - 622; 2.6% - 8.4%, since 1970s.

- Number of Latino state legislators: 77 - 251; 2% - 3.4%, since 1970s.

- Data on Asian American and Native American legislators are not as extensive.

- Since 1990s, Asian Americans: 63 - 103; 0.8% - 1.4%.

- Since 1990s, Native Americans: 26 - 79; 0.3% - 1.1%.
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- Pace of change varies for groups
  
  - Women: Representation in state legislatures increased steadily in the 1970s and 1980s, but has only risen barely since then.
  
  - African-American: Pace has tended to increase around redistricting time (early 1980s, early 1990s, etc.).
  
  - Latinos: Relatively constant growth, with leveling in recent years.
  
  - Too few data points are available regarding Asian-Americans and Native Americans to distinguish much over-time trend.
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- Four states (CA, NM, NY, TX) contain half of all Latino state legislators. NV and AZ have a Latino delegation of more than 10%

- Fifteen (15) states have 0 Latino representatives

- Four states (AK, HI, MT, OK) contain 2/3rds of all Native American representatives

- Upwards of 57% of all Asian American legislators are based out of Hawaii. The other states of CA, WA, and MD contain relatively high concentrations

- Overall, while representation is still not where it “should” be, many of these groups have broken numerous barriers and gained entry to many more state legislatures than before

- Worth noting – much of the increase in gender, racial/ethnic diversity has taken place within ranks of Democratic Party – among state legislative women, Dems have outnumbered Reps since 1970s

- After 2010 elections – 38% of women, 16% of Latinos, 2% of African Americans serving in state legislatures were Republican
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- Supply problem then – incumbency combined with shallow pool provided explanation for only steady incremental gains.

- 1992 year of the woman – women won office in unprecedented numbers – especially at congressional level – due to combination of decennial redistricting, retirements, anti-incumbent sentiments – number of open seats and vulnerable incumbents was high.

- However, there has been a re-examination of all of this – Rate of women becoming legislators has slowed – despite term limits and prestige of women.
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- Thus, women are much less likely to be “self-starters” compared to men – need to be pushed and prodded more
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- Sanbonmatsu’s study, shoes that state party leaders and organizations can be very important in recruiting more women into politics

- Some states have “good ol’ boy” networks; some state parties are very strong—and many party leaders underestimate viability of women as competitive candidates
- States that are more liberal and more moralistic tend to be places where women are better represented (greater openness to women in nontraditional gender roles; democratic/participatory values)
- “Citizen” legislatures tend to have more women than do professional legislatures
- The theory: legislatures that meet less frequently, pay less, less powerful, may seem more accessible to women; less desirable to men
- Multi-member district states tend to have more women
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- Compared to gender, less concern over “pool” of willing and able candidates, and much more concern about voter suppression, racially polarized voting, and institutionalized electoral mechanisms (i.e. at large districts, gerrymandering, etc.) that have intentionally denied minority voters opportunities to vote for their choice.

- The Voting Rights Act (VRA) plays a huge role in attempting to open up the system to minorities. There is not an equivalent for women.

- Story here is the long struggle to implement the VRA over the wishes of dominant white majority in the South and Southwest.

- Once most blatant attempts to minimize minority voting rights were done away with (poll taxes, etc.), white legislatures began diluting minority vote.

- Thus, developed the racial gerrymander to actually counter these vote dilution attempts.

- VRA also extended to language minorities (mostly Latino and Asian).
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- The Voting Rights Act (VRA) plays a huge role in attempting to open up system to minorities. There is not equivalent for women.
- Story here is the long struggle to implement the VRA over the wishes of dominant white majority in the South and Southwest.
- Once most blatant attempts to minimize minority voting rights were done away with (poll taxes, etc.), white legislatures began diluting minority vote.
- Thus, developed the racial gerrymander to actually counter these vote dilution attempts.
- VRA also extended to language minorities (mostly Latino and Asian).
### Texas Demographics 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LATINO</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASIAN</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIVE AM.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Texas State Legislative Diversity

Race and ethnicity in the Texas Legislature, 1937-2013

- 2013: Hispanic 21.1%, African American 11.1%, White 66.1%, Asian 1.7%

Mouse over the graph to see individual data points
Determinants of Diversity: Race

- Creation of majority-minority districts

“The number of blacks elected to office has increased because the number of majority black districts has increased, not because blacks are winning office in majority white districts.” – Grofman and Handley

This is why black representation increased dramatically after decennial redistricting. With respect to Latinos, tends to follow growth in Latino population, especially citizen voting-age population (CVAP). Size of both black and Latino populations tracks very closely with descriptive representation. One reason why minority legislators are still relatively small in number—only so many minority districts one can draw—given size and geographic concentration of minority populations. Majority-white electorates almost always elect white candidates.
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